Abstract: We often see with our minds eye movement and dynamic associations concerning mathematical concepts. The challenge is often communicating what we see to others using only words, typeset mathematics, and static figures. In this workshop we will focus on using Mathematica to create interactive visualizations that portray the moving images in we see in our mind. Sharing Mathematica creations with others using CDF and cloud tools will be discussed.

Bio: Eric Schulz has been teaching mathematics at Walla Walla Community College for close to 30 years and began working with Mathematica in teaching and learning in 1992. Eric is the developer of the Basic Math Assistant, Classroom Assistant, and Writing Assistant palettes that Wolfram Research, Inc. ships in Mathematica worldwide. Eric is also an author on multiple textbooks - Calculus titles with Briggs, Cochran, Gillett, and a Precalculus title with Sachs, Briggs - where he writes, codes, and creates eTexts combining narrative and interactive figures using Mathematica and CDF technology.